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Welcome to the webinar



This joint effort is inspired by colleagues and 
organisations working to disseminate and discuss 
the most recent content on social protection 
responses to COVID-19. 

The initiative has three major components:

1. a weekly special edition of a dedicated newsletter, 
featuring a compilation of relevant information from all 
over the world on social protection initiatives dealing with 
COVID-19, 

2. weekly webinars to foster discussions and exchanges,
3. an Online Community to systematise the information 

gathered on the topic and foster discussion.

Social protection responses to #COVID19

Deliveryman wearing a mask during the coronavirus lockdown. Photo by Kate Trifo on Unsplash.

#SPcovid19   #COVID19   #SPresponses

https://socialprotection.org/connect/communities/social-protection-responses-covid-19-task-force/3-clipping-social-protection
https://socialprotection.org/connect/communities/social-protection-responses-covid-19-task-force/2-webinar-series-social
https://socialprotection.org/connect/communities/social-protection-responses-covid-19-task-force
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Ugo Gentilini serves as Global Lead for Social Assistance with the Social Protection and Jobs 

Global Practice at the World Bank. He has over 20 years of experience in the analytics and 

practice of social protection systems in high, middle and low income countries – including in 

relation to themes like labor markets, urbanization, mobility, economic crises, disaster risk 

management, energy and food subsidy reforms, food security and nutrition, displacement, 

and humanitarian assistance. Author of several flagship reports, edited volumes, academic 

journals, and operational guidelines, Ugo holds a PhD in development economics and 

produces a newsletter on social protection reaching 10,000+ practitioners on a weekly basis 

(ugogentilini.net).
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Discussant

Francesca Bastagli

ODI

@FraBastagli

Francesca Bastagli is Head of the Social Protection and Social Policy Programme at ODI. She 

specialises in research and advisory work on the design, monitoring and evaluation of social policies, 

with a focus on social protection policies and their inequality and employment outcomes. Her recent 

research examines social protection and gender inequalities in the world of work; fiscal policy, 

income and wealth inequality; social protection effectiveness in contexts of displacement and the 

alignment of social protection and humanitarian assistance systems. Her publications include “Cash 

transfers: What does the evidence say?” (ODI, 2016; team lead and co-author) and “Wealth in the 

UK: Distribution, accumulation and policy” (Oxford University Press, 2013; co-author). Prior to joining 

ODI, she was Research Fellow at the Centre for Analysis of Social Exclusion (CASE) at the London 

School of Economics (LSE). She has also worked at Bocconi University and the World Bank. Francesca 

holds a PhD and MSc in Social Policy from the LSE and a Laurea in Economics from Bocconi University. 



Moderator

Fábio Veras Soares
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Fábio holds a PhD from University College London (2004), as well as a Masters degree in 

Economics from the University of São Paulo (1999) and a BA in Economics from the University

of Brasília (1993). He is currently the Communications, Publication and Research Coordinator

of the IPC-IG, on leave from Ipea. He has worked on the impact evaluation of cash transfers

and other social programmes in countries such as Brazil, Mozambique, Paraguay and Yemen.

He has had his work published in the Journal of Development Effectiveness and the Latin

American Research Review, and has written book chapters on the comparative analysis of cash 

transfer programmes. He has numerous publications on impact evaluation of cash transfers

and social protection programmes, public policies and labour economics.



Share your questions to the speakers!

#SPorgWebinar

#SPcovid19 

#COVID19 

#SPresponses

type them in the chat bar

Also, interact with us on Twitter (@SP_Gateway):

Exploring universal basic income: lessons for COVID-19 response and beyond



Save the dates for the future webinars

How can social protection systems respond to 
the COVID-19 crisis?

Tuesday, 7 April, at 6 AM EDT/GMT-4
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Social protection responses to COVID-19: Actions 
that can make a difference for older people

Thursday, 9 April, TBC
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4 stylized facts

- Fact #1: massive acceleration! We moved from near-zero to 84 countries in 14 days -- or every day, 6 new 
countries are introducing programs. So far, we have 284 such measures. On what? Mostly in social assistance

Source: Gentilini, Almenfi and Orton, WB-ILO ‘living’ paper: 
http://www.ugogentilini.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Social-protection-responses-to-COVID19_March27.pdf
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4 stylized facts

- Fact #2: cash is king! Most of the action is on cash transfers, including in 58 countries with 113 programs (47
of which new); this represents 73% of total social assistance and 40% of overall responses

Source: Gentilini, Almenfi and Orton, WB-ILO ‘living’ paper: 
http://www.ugogentilini.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Social-protection-responses-to-COVID19_March27.pdf

Social assistance by program type Number of 
programs

Cash transfers (conditional and unconditional) 93

Universal one-off cash (Hong-King; Singapore) 2

Childcare support 6

Cash for Work 3

in-kind food/voucher schemes 18

Social pensions 9

School feeding 4
Utility and financial obligation support 
(waiver/postponement) 18

Total SA measures 153

Cash-based 

programs

40%

Other SA

14%

SI

31%

LM

15%

http://www.ugogentilini.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Social-protection-responses-to-COVID19_March27.pdf


4 stylized facts

- Fact #3: creativity and diversity! Cash transfers are being introduced, leveraged and adapted in at least 7 ways

- ad-hoc programs (e.g., Philippines)

- scale up existing schemes (e.g., Brazil)

- provide more generous benefit (e.g., China)

- advance payments (e.g., Indonesia)

- admin simplification (e.g., UK, Italy)

- sharing delivery systems (e.g., Pakistan, Jordan)

- innovative design (e.g., Spain conversion of school feeding into cash)

Source: Gentilini, Almenfi and Orton, WB-ILO ‘living’ paper: 
http://www.ugogentilini.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Social-protection-responses-to-COVID19_March27.pdf

http://www.ugogentilini.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Social-protection-responses-to-COVID19_March27.pdf


4 stylized facts

- Fact #4: uneven spread! Limited responses in Sub-Saharan Africa, and no measures in low-income countries

Social assistance Social insurance Labor Markets

# of countries # of programs # of countries # of programs # of countries # of programs

AFR 3 4 1 2 0 0
EAP 13 33 9 14 8 15
ECA 34 49 28 51 17 20

LAC 20 39 8 7 4 4

MENA 9 15 7 12 1 1
North America 2 3 2 2 0 0
SAR 3 10 1 1 2 2
Total 84 153 56 89 32 42

LIC 0 0 0 0 0 0
LMIC 15 41 8 13 4 6
UMIC 31 59 19 31 9 10
HIC 38 53 29 45 19 26
Total 84 153 56 89 32 42
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Countries pull both fiscal and monetary levers

Source: ODI (2020)

→ although countries often put firewalls between the two, there is a bit of grey area and they can intersect… 



Big puzzle in economic crises: 
how to increase money supply in the economy… 

and will that money boost it?

Conventional monetary policy instruments
- open market operations, interest rate and the reserve requirements

…. but when interest rates ~0%, deflation concerns → more extreme options: unconventional instruments
- Indirectly: Quantitative Easing (QE) central banks buy government bonds or other financial assets
- Directly: cash to people, or Helicopter Money (close links to fiscal policy… and UBI)

Central question: will people spend Helicopter Money, thereby boosting the economy?
(Various Eurozone surveys: 30-55% of HM would be spent, boosting 2% of GDP)

But depends on many factors, for example:
- Perceived as free or at a cost: HM redistributes printed money (‘windfall’); QE to be repaid (e.g., via future taxes) 
- HM via cash or taxes: e.g., visibility issue in US 2008 Economic Stimulus Act 
- HM not meant to be permanent, but big debate on expectations…



Helicopter Money ≠ Universal Basic Income (UBI)

Helicopter Money UBI

Objective - Monetary policy (increase cash supply in the 

economy)

- Part of fiscal policy (multiple 

purposes/narratives)

Finance - Financed by printing money (no cost) - Financed in many ways (which comes at a 

cost)

Duration - One-off - Permanent

Modalities - Cash or via taxes - Cash or via taxes (negative income tax)



What is fueling expectations for Helicopter-to-UBI transitions?
- Uncertainty on COVID-19 crisis depth, magnitude and duration: e.g., Malaysia and Singapore much-bigger round-

2 of stimulus
- History of crisis response programs as catalyst of change: may programs institutionalized because of pre-existing 

structural gaps 
- But there are several cases to the contrary (e.g., humanitarian assistance that fades away in ‘normal times’) 

Once in, forever in?

US SNAP since 
WW-2 pilot 1939

Ethiopia Drought 
2002-03

Indonesia’s Raskin in 
1998 (now BPNT)

Egypt food subsidies 
since 1941

India’s PDS since 
1943
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1. UBI looks simple; but at closer examination, it’s much less so

2. UBI is a tool, a means to an end: ask what you want to achieve, where it fits, how to design it

3. It may help address some challenges, but amplify others 

4. There is less practical experience out there than you might think

5. Need to look at both sides of the coin: benefits and financing

5 take-aways…



Different narratives…

What is “basic” 

Depends on core objectives… 
and these vary with implications 

for design

Automation-related objectives 
(~unemployment insurance)
Reference for transfer size: between social 
assistance and minimum living standards

Dividend 
(citizens as shareholder; social cohesion)
Reference for transfer size: based on resource 
revenues; even as ‘token’ as sign of government-
citizen trust

Social assistance
Reference for transfer size: rights-based 
(adequate living standards), needs-based 
(poverty, nutrition, etc.)



Different strategic purposes…

“[the negative income tax is] the only practicable route 
so far proposed for dismantling gradually but 
thoroughly the jerry-built structure of government (…) 
The Left, if it accepts the program, will find that it has 
bought a Trojan Horse” 
(Friedman 1967)

A building block to strengthen the state and build 
upon it (compatibility with ILO Rec. 202 on ‘social 
floors’) (Ortiz et al 2018)



Income IncomeIncome

Different models of introducing UBI

Benefits Benefits Benefits

“Replace or in lieu of select schemes” “Top-up to existing schemes” “Choice-based or gap-filler”

UBI
Current 
schemes



A framework for identifying critical issues and trade-offs



What is a UBI, exactly?



Food stamps

Universal 
basic 

income

Categorical

Universal

Needs-based

Unconditional Conditional 
(services)

Conditional 
(work)

Vouchers

Cash

Social pensions

Jobs 
guarantees
programs

Targeting

Conditionality

Transfer 
modality

School feeding

In-kind

Food stamps
Unconditional 
cash transfers

(GMIs)

Conditional cash 
transfers

Public works

U.S. SNAP (food stamps)

Dibao in China

Public Distribution System in Iraq

Productive Safety Net 
Programme in Ethiopia

National Rural Employment 
Guarantee Scheme in India

Combination of three properties…



Other important features…

Monthly frequency, open-ended in duration

Equal amount to everyone

Provided to individuals 
(variants with/without children)

Citizens (or at least residents)

… plus a few others

Universal, unconditional, cash-based



Stylized arguments for and against universality in UBI

Pros Cons

- May circumvent exclusion and inclusion errors 

inherent in needs-based targeting

- May eliminate any stigma affecting beneficiaries

- Could reduce transaction costs (for beneficiaries and 

administrators) and generate psychological benefits

- Labor compatibility

- Possible political sustainability (involving middle 

class)

- Platform for channeling crisis response

- Cost implications

- Not address differentiated needs (flat benefit)

- Progress in reducing stigma and transaction costs in 

other programs as well

- Limited evidence on work disincentives across the 

board

- Political sustainability may depend on financing 

modality (net payers) and/or what is being replaced, 

and overall social protection system composition



Why not universal jobs?

• “Job guarantee programs” as a particular variant of public works
• State as last resort employer
• Public jobs to anyone who wants to work at the minimum wage
• Expansion of public works into infrastructure as well as social services

• There experiences with quasi-JGPs (US New Deal, India NREGA) and some earlier historical antecedents

• ‘Rationing’ observed (under NREGA, only 56% of applicants work)

• Challenge of ensuring meaningful assets and jobs (risk of ‘dead-end’ jobs) and implementation costs



Universality with and without taxes

• UBI often mixed up with Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) program

• GMI benefits decline as incomes rise

• Largely similar (although not identical) considerations for negative 
income tax (NIT)

• Low overall fiscal cost, but can be administratively demanding (staff 
and for beneficiaries)

Benefits

Income

GMI

UBI



Note: UBI data from Ghenis (2019) based on 10% value-added tax and other taxes; SNAP data from US Treasury
For UBI, welfare changes for deciles 9 and 10 are negative.

SNAP

(net benefits)

UBI 

(average change in disposable income)

• When financing is included, UBI can become a large-scale GMI “targeted via taxes”… 

Universality with and without taxes



Other big social assistance debates synthesized

Employment (generally no significant negative effects on labor 
supply, with some changes at the margin)

Mobility (pending on design that implicitly/explicitly deters or 
encourages mobility)

Inflation (largely on level of market integration)

Cash vs in-kind: conditions increasingly conducive for cash; but need for 
flexibility (e.g., because of market and price dynamics)

Conditionality: spectrum of models; promising nudges and soft 
conditions; effectiveness slightly tilted towards conditions in education, 
less on other dimensions; more limited evidence on long-term outcomes 
(e.g., learning); more evidence needed on cost-effectiveness

Review of the extensive 
literature on…



Experiences



UBI experiences

Australia

Brazil (Marica)

Canada (Ontario)

Finland

India (Madhya Pradesh)

Iran

Italy

Kenya (GD)

Kuwait

Mongolia

Namibia

Netherlands

Russia

US (Alaska)

US (EBCN)

US (NIT experiments)

US (Oakland) 

US (Stockton)

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiQycult7biAhVJqY8KHRb2B2UQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/trends/current-affairs-trends/reporters-take-sikkim-could-become-first-indian-state-to-roll-out-universal-basic-income-3376011.html&psig=AOvVaw1pq4paDYbRBzRbXFgudin1&ust=1558865079619242


UBI experiences Cash?

Australia V

Brazil (Marica) V

Canada (Ontario) V

Finland V

India (Madhya Pradesh) V

Iran V

Italy V

Kenya (GD) V

Kuwait V

Mongolia V

Namibia V

Netherlands V

Russia V

US (Alaska) V

US (EBCN) V

US (NIT experiments) V

US (Oakland) V

US (Stockton) V



UBI experiences Cash? Unconditional?

Australia V V

Brazil (Marica) V V

Canada (Ontario) V V

Finland V V

India (Madhya Pradesh) V V

Iran V V

Italy V X

Kenya (GD) V V

Kuwait V V

Mongolia V V

Namibia V V

Netherlands V X

Russia V V

US (Alaska) V V

US (EBCN) V V

US (NIT experiments) V V

US (Oakland) V V

US (Stockton) V V



UBI experiences Cash? Unconditional? Universal?

Australia V V V

Brazil (Marica) V V X

Canada (Ontario) V V X

Finland V V X

India (Madhya Pradesh) V V V

Iran V V V

Italy V X X

Kenya (GD) V V V

Kuwait V V V

Mongolia V V V

Namibia V V V

Netherlands V X X

Russia V V V

US (Alaska) V V V

US (EBCN) V V V

US (NIT experiments) V V X

US (Oakland) V V X

US (Stockton) V V X



UBI experiences Cash? Unconditional? Universal? National?

Australia V V V V

Brazil (Marica) V V X X

Canada (Ontario) V V X X

Finland V V X X

India (Madhya Pradesh) V V V X

Iran V V V V

Italy V X X V

Kenya (GD) V V V X

Kuwait V V V V

Mongolia V V V V

Namibia V V V X

Netherlands V X X X

Russia V V V V

US (Alaska) V V V X

US (EBCN) V V V X

US (NIT experiments) V V X X

US (Oakland) V V X X

US (Stockton) V V X X



UBI experiences Cash? Unconditional? Universal? National? Regular payment?

Australia V V V V X

Brazil (Marica) V V X X V

Canada (Ontario) V V X X V

Finland V V X X V

India (Madhya Pradesh) V V V X V

Iran V V V V V

Italy V X X X V

Kenya (GD) V V V X V

Kuwait V V V V X

Mongolia V V V V V

Namibia V V V X X

Netherlands V X X X V

Russia V V V V X

US (Alaska) V V V X V

US (EBCN) V V V X V

US (NIT experiments) V V X X X

US (Oakland) V V X X V

US (Stockton) V V X X V



UBI experiences Cash? Unconditional? Universal? National? Regular payment? ‘UBI’ still active?

Australia V V V V X X

Brazil (Marica) V V X X X V

Canada (Ontario) V V X X X V

Finland V V X X X N

India (Madhya Pradesh) V V V X X N

Iran V V V V V N

Italy V X X X X Y

Kenya (GD) V V V X X V

Kuwait V V V V X C

Mongolia V V V V V X

Namibia V V V X X X

Netherlands V X X X X V

Russia V V V V X X

US (Alaska) V V V X X Y

US (EBCN) V V V X X V

US (NIT experiments) V V X X X N

US (Oakland) V V X X X Y

US (Stockton) V V X X X V



• Political commitment to scale up of child grants (creation of dedicated 
Fund in 2009)

• Spending up to 5.5% of GDP (almost x4 earlier spending), 40% of state 
budget on cash transfers

• Mining revenues shrank: transfer of $89/year, subsequently cut between 
60-80%

• Program financed by loans, external debt up from 31% to 48% of GDP 
in 2 years 

• Some results: poverty (reduced by 1/3), inequality (by 13%), highest 
level of financial inclusion in LIC/MICs; some indications of inflation

• Program quickly lost public support: child grants reinstated in 2012

Mongolia



Alaska

• Since 1982, provides $1,000-2,000/year to 631,000 residents

• Dividend formula: about 50% of annual interests (recently reduced), and 
includes 5-year average of Alaska Permanent Fund performance and other 
steps

• Volatile year-to-year amounts, av. 19.8% change (from -61% to +109%)

• Results: generated 7,000 jobs; $1.1B in taxable income; induced some 
mobility; inflation under further study

• No effects on employment; increased part-time work by 1.8 percentage 
points (17%)

• Broad public support (favor raising taxes than ending the dividend)



Iran

• A UBI not called UBI

• December 2010: massive replacement of energy and bread subsidies with 
UBI; comprehensive communication campaign/compensation sequence

• UBI equal to 29% of median household income (US standards 
=$16,400)

• Efforts to “exclude the rich” (attempts to nudge on voluntary basis, option 
to re-integrate). Currently 92% of households are covered (cost ~3% of 
GDP)

• Overall no negative labor supply effect (on hours worked and 
participation), especially among the bottom 40% of the population

• High inflation context (first 5 years, prices +136%); real value of cash 
eroded by 4/5



Simulations



Approach

• Use of 10 surveys and admin data across income spectrum; ASPIRE database and Commitment to Equity (CEQ)
• Replacement of main cash transfer scheme (PDS for India); not public works, school feeding, etc.
• Static simulations

• Not meant to provide in-depth country assessments, but to illustrate…

• … country contexts and social protection configurations

• … trade-offs between design choices

• … both sides count: not just benefits, financing can affect performance
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Current Budget-neutral UBI reform

Current programs are more effective than 
a UBI in poverty reduction



Mixed distributional effects
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Current Budget-neutral UBI reform Equivalent benefit Pov. Gap Pov. line

More generous transfers reduce poverty significantly…
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… but come at a sizable cost



… with revenues that need to be mobilized
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Direct taxes on D10 
would rise from 
2.2% to 68.4%

Would increase tax 
burden on middle 

class (D5-D7) to 20.4%

Would render per capita 
disposable income of 
D10 below that of D9



In practice…



… likely simpler, not simple



Some final remarks...



→ Helicopter money as unconventional measure to provide fast cash injection (more direct than quant-easing)

→ But helicopter money is not a UBI: “money from heaven” vs “money from somewhere”

→ If helicopter money transitions onto a UBI, need to…
• Change objectives
• Identify its place in the overall social protection system
• Making choices…

Emerging insights: 5 “Cs”

• Crisis response context

• Choices and trade-offs

• Choices among at least 8 factors: coverage, progressivity, adequacy of transfers, incentives, fiscal costs, financing 
options, political economy, delivery capabilities… 

• No program scores highly on all: compare ‘optimal equilibrium’ among those factors for alternative options



→ Where social assistance provides relatively adequate benefits, substantial coverage, and slight progressivity….
• … instead of “throwing the baby out with the bathwater”, tackle specific bottlenecks that hamper eligibility, 

access, coverage, and delivery within existing system as it relates to poverty goals
• … or UBI would have to be motivated by different objectives (tech-driven job insecurity, social dividends)

→ Where coverage is high, but not progressive, UBI could be considered as an option; some vulnerable age 
groups may suffer

→ Where social assistance is limited, but provided progressively, a UBI would extend coverage but also ‘flat’ the 
distribution. If budget neutral, this means “less for more”, and likely “less at the bottom”

→ Where social assistance is patchy and flat/regressive, UBI could be an option to expand coverage if financed 
via progressive income taxation, elimination of energy subsidies, or redistributing windfall revenues

• Many LICs may not have such options (gradual building?); but some MICs/oil-rich countries may so

Emerging insights: 5 “Cs”

• Configuration of social protection systems matters…



• Communication, narratives and objectives matter

• Different narrative have implications for design
• Framing: initiatives touting a UBI, often don’t present one (e.g., some proposals in India, most pilots); and 

those that introduced it, did so quietly – didn’t announced and called it so (e.g., Iran, Alaska)

• Critical system-wide issues are largely unknown (huge research agenda)

• Behavioral responses by households, firms, and markets (e.g., inflation in weakly-integrated markets)
• Integration with services, insurance (pensions) and wages (and minimum wage)
• Gauging readiness of delivery platforms for large-scale pressures
• Pilots breaking new empirical grounds; but more work needed on real-world political economy of institutional 

reform, demand and attitudes toward redistribution, domestic resource mobilization.

Emerging insights: 5 “Cs”



(free download)

Copy for free download

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/32677

Contribute to “live” COVID-19 response paper!

Ugentilini@worldbank.org

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/32677
mailto:Ugentilini@worldbank.org
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Exploring universal basic income: 
lessons for COVID-19 response and beyond



Thank you for joining

+ Become a member of

Make sure to answer our webinar survey, 
available after the session! 

Exploring universal basic income: 
lessons for COVID-19 response and beyond

http://socialprotection.org/
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